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GUEST COLUMN | JAMES ELLIOTT

Time for a renewed focus
When a business is considering entry
Commercial growth in Prince William
to a new market, they do so based on that
County has stagnated and the existing
area’s existing value proposition.
business community is taking a
They are not taking a speculastand.
tive approach to a variable as
Currently, revenue collected
significant as their future
by the county for the review of
workforce.
new commercial development
It should be noted that
is down nearly 30 percent comPrince William County
pared with 2016. NotwithstandPublic Schools are doing an
ing the impression that some
outstanding job of working
may have from the expansion of
JAMES ELLIOTT with the business community
chain stores and data centers, the
to prepare a strong future workforce, but
type of commercial growth that creates
employers looking to expand to Prince
high-paying jobs and a sustainable local
William County must see that we have
economy stalled almost a decade ago and
today’s workers prepared for their arrival.
has not recovered.
If Prince William County wants to attract
Similarly, only two new residential
high-paying jobs and major employdevelopment applications have been filed
ers, they must focus on providing an
since July 2016. Believe it or not, residenoutstanding quality of life to attract and
tial growth is important to our commuretain skilled professionals.
nity because it attracts and preserves the
Given the prevalence of anti-develtalent needed to attract employers. As a
opment rhetoric in our community,
community, we must challenge all of our
existing assumptions and start again if we the county should be cautious with the
application of strategic plan goals that
are serious about jumpstarting our local
actually deter the needed positive growth.
economy.
Recently, renowned economist Stephen As Fuller explained, the existing strategic
plan goal to expand the commercial tax
Fuller presented to the Prince William
base may be a way to illustrate the need
Chamber of Commerce his analysis of
for revenue diversification, but comthe county’s overall economic health.
mercial expansion and residential growth
At the center of Fuller’s analysis was the
are not mutually exclusive. The county
importance of attracting and retainwill not get the commercial expansion it
ing a strong workforce while outwardly
desires absent a comprehensive approach
projecting the value of that workforce to
to quality of life issues such as transthe region.

portation infrastructure improvements,
development of walkable communities
and executive housing options--not to
mention a continued focus on our worldclass public schools.
Our local elected officials should
disregard the usual “not in my back
yard” rhetoric during their land use and
economic development discussions,
and focus exclusively on market-driven
approaches to future planning. There is
no doubt that we must embrace change
in order to spur commercial growth;
that includes a significant update to the
comprehensive plan to drive development to areas that provide our community with a sustainable mix of uses
and a quality of life that is the envy of
Northern Virginia.
This balancing act will not occur
however, without a coherent and resultsoriented plan. The member businesses of
the Prince William Chamber of Commerce stand ready to consult on these
needed changes.
It is time to roll up our sleeves and
develop a truly consistent set of goals and
strategies for making Prince William all
that it can be: a community where the
economy is balanced and our residents
can thrive.
The chamber will continue to promote
a discussion on the health of our local
economy and ways to improve the quality
of life in Prince William County and the
cities of Manassas and Manassas Park.
James Elliott is chairman of the Prince
William Chamber of Commerce.
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Looking anew at sanctuaries from harm
Centuries ago houses of worship served
their communities as islands of safety and
shelters from terror and natural disaster.
That purpose has faded over modern
times, but recent hurricanes should
prompt a back-to-the-future re-examination of the role of these institutions in
formal emergency planning.
Houses of worship and their affiliated
buildings of all faiths are under-served
markets for energy efficiency and renewable energy upgrades. They have not
been actively courted by developers for a
variety of reasons.
Houses of worship can be difficult to do
business with. In contrast to corporations
or governmental entities, houses of worship are small in size but big in need; have
complicated decision-making processes;
operate within tight budget constraints;
are tax exempt; and by their very nature
are usually one-off customized projects.
Financial institutions are wary about
using houses of worship as collateral for
loans. Nevertheless, there are many of
them nationwide, with big opportunities
for cutting their gas, electric and water
utility bills, so both the budget savings
for them as well overall environmental
impact could be large.
Over time we began to realize too the
incredible untapped potential for them
to serve as key nodes in community
disaster planning. Given their relatively
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large physical presence with spare space
indoors and out-door parking, houses of
worship could serve as key convergent
points for first- responders and havens for
their neighbors in time of trouble, if they
are properly prepared beforehand.
Houses of worship are embedded in
every community and could provide
a more realistic haven than having the
dispossessed flock in massive central
facilities. For example, during Hurricane
Katrina 16,000 people crowded into the
New Orleans Superdome, where they had
to be protected by National Guard troops
armed with machine guns.
These institutions would need to be
“hardened” in the lingo of security planners to be able to go off-grid, if necessary,
or to draw only minimally on those resources in support of suddenly increased
usage. Many, if not most, would need:
• Full energy and water efficiency upgrades, including solar water heating;
• Back-up, reliable power capabilities,
with no supply chain, using on-site renewable energy generation tied to battery
storage;
• Modernized kitchens for storing
critical medicines and food tied to battery
banks for refrigeration and propane backup for stoves;
• Fully integrated web communications;
• Area self-powered lighting.
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These rejuvenated houses of worship would also necessarily need to be
included in planning and preparedness
exercises. First-responders would need to
be closely acquainted with their facilities
and staff -- and vice versa. Some stocking
of supplies might be required.
This effort frankly needs to be kickstarted by the federal government,
because houses of worship won’t--and in
many cases, can’t--spend the money for
this level of upgrade. Since these would
have national benefits, Congress should
consider including in any infrastructure
bill seed funding to state governments
for pilot projects to test in key locales
this concept of refuge centers or convergence points for police, firefighters and
other emergency personnel. Houses of
worship from any faith should be eligible
to qualify. That decentralized approach
would also help create new jobs, develop clean technologies markets with a
resultant reduction in regulated emissions
(particulates, mercury, sulfur and NOx)
as well as carbon, and create resilient
islands within diverse communities.
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